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Comfort, Savings, and
Health

Bring in More Sun

by Hank Wall, President of Wood Wise Design &
Remodeling

Programmable thermostats are a
great improvement and a good
investment. This DIY upgrade
saves you money every month
since your home’s settings adjust
automatically, day and night,
weekday and weekend. You are
comfortable but not wasting energy
while no one is home. Honeywell
makes several versions under
$100.

In thirty years
as a remodeler
I have walked
through
thousands of
homes.

The new Nest is the coolest at
$249. It’s the “iphone” of
programmable thermostats.   Check
it out: http://www.nest.com/livingwith-nest/

houses in hopes of

Health experts advise homeowners
to turn the heat down to 63
degrees at night in the winter
months to keep residents from
breathing overly dry, hot air while
sleeping. Children with respiratory
issues often benefit from a cooler
setting at night.

Boston to Raleigh.

Pella Windows

Wood Wise uses Pella brand windows
for new windows and replacement
windows. New windows add value and
energy savings. They are easier to use
and much easier to clean and
homeowners feel fewer cold breezes
inside with quality windows. Plus the
Low-E coating on the window glass
reflects heat back into the home for
added comfort.

Design Corner:

There have never been as many choices
as there are now in decorative tiles for
kitchen backsplashes. Here are two
different approaches in Wood Wise
remodeling projects, both resulting in
beautiful kitchens.

Homeowners
showed me their
having me fix their
problems. Laundry room clutter, bad kitchen layout,
dark interiors…I have seen the flaws in houses from

Some of the homes I have visited were architecturally
outstanding, designer homes with wonderful appeal in
which the owners were adding new features. Many of
these attractive homes had unique windows and more
glass overall.

            "Most homes suffer from
                     inadequate sunlight."
                                              
Homes with unique windows are a breed apart
aesthetically. Big glass. High on the wall glass. Glass on
three walls. Clusters of windows.
Most homes suffer from inadequate sunlight. Too little
natural light depresses people and I predict some
future science of happiness will tell us to get more light
into our homes. What steps can you take to let in the
sun?
Add windows, particularly larger windows with
large expanses of glass.
Add Velux skylights and Solatubes.
Install transom windows above 5' for sunlight,
view of the sky and visual privacy.
Remove curtains and blinds that block your view
and restrict light from coming into your home.

People on vacation enjoy the sun. They fly to sunny
destinations in winter to brighten their spirits.
Vacationers enjoy meals outdoors. Vacations boost our
morale and increased sunlight is a key ingredient of a
feel-good getaway. Add some windows to your home
and feel good all the time.

See more ideas at:
www.woodwisedesign.com
Facebook

“Courtesy of Pella ® Windows and Doors.”
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